New technologies for perfect
health, for the growth of
consciousness and the protection
of the environment
Electro smog, harmonizing houses, water
re-vitalization and increasing air quality
Following an interview with a journal reporter, and the
subsequent publications in various other magazines, we
have summarized the most relevant information here.
Especially the simple explanations and descriptions given by the founder and patron of FOSTAC, Hans Seelhofer, make this information easily understandable and
interesting.
GL: Can you speak a bit about your
person and how you came to your
research work?

medical company. After Vita-Sana I started Fostac AG in
1989. This year in 2009 we have our 20 year jubilee.

The work with light energy and fast particles
GL: What is the meaning of FOSTAC?

HS: My professional background is
in agronomic engineering. After my
training at the technical university I
worked in milk agronomy. 1980 to
1984 I first had to deal with energy
savings; with solar technology, in the
heat recovery of refrigeration units. It was a good job, but I
wasn’t altogether happy.
As my father owned a cheese factory and my elder brother
studied at medical school, the pressure of responsibility lay
on my shoulders to take over and continue the cheese factory. However, by committing myself to study at the technical university of agriculture I was able to avoid this. The
courses did not offer very profound knowledge, but I was
able to acquire a broad spectrum of information and gain
some insight into various fields of knowledge, deepening
and substantiating it in subsequent self studies. This enabled me to become active in the field of construction, solar
technology and heat recovery. But deep in my heart this
was not what I was looking for.

HS: The name FOSTAC is a combination of two Greek
words. FOS means ‘light’ and TAC ist short for tachyon.
We work with light energy and fast particles, the tachyons.
The first three years I still worked with precious stones,
and in 1992 we received a specific task from the spiritual world. Having said this, regarding explanations in the
fields of mathematics and quantum physics I would like to
say that, although I have read and learnt a lot in my life,
in these fields I rely very much on the Russian quantum
physicist Dr. Igor Orzhelskyi. He is originally from the Ukraine, and in the times of the Soviet Union he worked with
the cosmonauts, where, together with other physicists,
his task was to develop electronic systems which would
make it possible to eliminate medications during travel in
space. They used laptop computers using systems similar
to Bio-resonance and which made it possible to diagnose
and apply therapeutic measures.

GL: Did you have any idea in what field you wanted to be
active?

Through extensive interdisciplinary work with specialists
in the fields of IT, mathematics, quantum physics, biology, and geology, Dr. Orzhelskyi has acquired an enormous
body of knowledge. The research of these people led
them deeply into the field of quantum physics and they
discovered already in the 1980s that the essential part of
the atom is not the nucleus, but the electron. It contains
all information of life. The electron is a combination of a
T-plus, a T-zero and a T-minus tachyon. With this the electron becomes a ‘traveler between worlds’. It summons up
and absorbs energy from the cosmic source and carries it
into the material world.

HS: I needed 30 years to find out. Already as a 9 year old
boy I had the key experience of astral travel. I was completely awake, saw my body lie in my bed, had thoughts
and feelings and was in total control to act. Through this I
recognized my true Self in the spiritual realm. As I returned into my body I wasn’t shocked, but rather surprised.
Subsequently I had repressed this experience and only 35
years later I realized how important this was. From then on I
began searching consciously and looked for a possible way
out of my present activity.
First I spent two and a half years as marketing manager
for Schnitzer grain mills to build up a customer network in
Switzerland. After this I worked as vice-president for VitaSana in Breganzona. This was a very valuable year. There
I made a lot of contacts and gained some insight into a

The electron – the connecting element between
worlds!

GL: You are manufacturing devices to eliminate electro
smog. How is electro smog created?
HS: Technical fields of interference are always created
when electricity is generated, transmitted or transformed

into mechanical work, heat, etc. . In physics these fields
are divided into two groups – the static (direct current)
and the dynamic (alternating current. Direct current (DC)
is not largely responsible for influencing our health negatively; Alternating Current (AC) however much more so.
Orientated on the number of energy cycles, alternating
current is divided into low frequency and high frequency.
In the low frequency range one can distinguish between
the electrical and the magnetic properties. In the high frequency range electrical and magnetic fields merge – they
become electromagnetic fields which primarily are used
for the transmission of information. The result here however is that the digital pulsed transmission of data bear high
risks in that it can bring about very damaging influences
on our nervous system and general health.
The electric field of the earth is well known in science. In
this field between the ionosphere and the surface of the
earth there exists a potential difference of up to 200’000
Volts and there is a continuous supply of electric energy
from the ionosphere to earth. This electric energy is really
a constant flow of electrons in itself containing all biological information which finally makes life possible. And these
electrons spin around their own axis in counter-clockwise
direction. In reaction to this continuous electron flow along
the field lines a constant magnetic field with vertical magnetic field lines is created, and moving from the earth to
the ionosphere, spins in clockwise direction.
If living organisms are subjected only to the kind of electromagnetic energy flow described above, they stay healthy.
It is important to note that the direction of the electron
spin is dependant on the kind of information stored in the
electron. If this information is predominantly biologically
positive, the electron spin is counter-clockwise. However,
electromagnetic fields produced by today’s technical systems unfortunately function just the other way round. These electrons spin around their axis in clockwise direction,
and in the resulting magnetic field counter-clockwise. This
is against nature! It is exactly these facts which are the
cause of electro smog. Energy flows through our body
‘in the wrong direction’; instead of producing support and
preservation, a degenerating effect is the result. These
fields are commonly known as interference fields. These
are zones in which natural sources of energy are negatively
influenced by magnetic fields and technical radiation.
GL: Which are the main culprits for producing electro
smog?
HS: Best known today in this respect is the radiation of
radio and micro wave transmitters, which can have a very
damaging effect. Other disruptive factors outside of buildings are electric substations, radio / TV transmitters, Radar, HT transmission lines, supply lines for electric trains,
buses, and trams. Disruptive factors inside buildings are
any internal electric lines, mobile and cordless phones,
baby phones, W-Lan and all wireless computer devices.
GL: Are there any other types of radiation which influence
living organisms?
HS: Yes, natural disruptive influences are also possible.
Best know among them are water lines. About 70% of all
water lines have a disturbing influence on our health. They

may lead to fatigue, back pains, rheumatic conditions,
and gout. Much less known are the natural energy lines of
the Hartmann grid (discovered by Dr. Ernst Hartmann) and
the Curry net (discovered by Dr. Manfred Curry), both of
which appear in a very orderly pattern around the globe.
Both these types of earth radiation are equally disruptive
to living organisms, especially at their crossing points. The
Hartmann grid in particular can lead to muscle cramps;
the Curry net is also known among experts as ‘cancer and
rheumatism grid’. The fact that fault-lines in rock formations are disruptive to human health was known already
by the Romans. They often are the cause of headaches
or hormonal disruptions. The most famous fault is the San
Andreas fault-line in California.
Possible disruptive zones in a home

GL: What can be done to counteract these influences?
HS: In utilizing tachyon energy we have succeeded in developing a technology to influence the spin direction of
electrons and thus harmonize disruptive field interferences completely. Wherever the FOSTAC technology is applied (by now in more than 31’000 homes) there develops
a sort of force field where the naturally existing energies
of the earth become maximally available. Natural vitality
begins to flow optimally. Humans and animals react with
increased well being and markedly improved health.
GL: What is the reaction of children? Is it different from
adults?
HS: Yes. Especially children are often more sensitive with
regard to such disruptive interferences. For this reason we
now have a product in our range with which we can report
excellent results: the Alpaka Bear. It is a 100% natural product made of Alpaka fur and is manufactured under Fair
Trade conditions. With the treatment of the FOSTAC technology it creates a loving but strong energy field within
which one feels protected and secure. The chakras are
kept open and the flow of energy is stimulated. This facili-

tates falling asleep and enhances sound sleep right through
the night, which in turn strengthens general health and the
immune system. The field of tachyonic energy also helps
to enhance learning capabilities and distinguishing ability.
The development of the child in general is supported. Both
parents and children feel the beneficial effect of the tachyonized Alpaka Bear. Our Alpaka Bear with its CE certification
is a unique product worldwide. It fulfills all safety aspects to
European Norms 88/57 and the Swiss Toy Regulation with
regard to physical requirement, organic chemical combinations as well as flammability and radioactivity..

A device to harmonize electro smog and to increase
efficiency of electricity
GL: Now, I understand, you also manufacture devices, i.e.
the FOSTAC Maximus®, which not only harmonize electro
smog, but also help to save electricity.
HS: Exactly. We have invested about CHF 1 million in our
subsidiary FOSTAC Technologies, and so far have supplied
many FOSTAC Maximus® devices. We have found out what
we need to do to supply the world with the kind of devices so much required in these uncertain and demanding
economic times. By saving electricity consumption we can
reduce carbon dioxide emissions and will not need any
further nuclear power stations.
The FOSTAC Maximus® draws energy from the permanent
flow of electrons to earth, which results from the potential
difference between the ionosphere and earth. The accumulators in the device consist of a mat of silicon dioxide (glass
fiber) wrapped around a copper core, which in addition is
covered by a tube of boron silicon (glass) with a bromine
alloy.
For installation, the copper core of these accumulators will
be connected in line into the electric circuit. In this way
the accumulators generate a high-density tachyonic field
and, acting as a kind of antennae, draw electrons from the
natural energy field and feed them into the electric circuit,
thereby supplementing the flow of electric power. This process leads to a change in the direction of the electron spin
from clockwise to anti-clockwise, and increases the speed
of the spin substantially. The result of this process is a higher efficiency of electricity and therefore less electric power
will be drawn from the supply authority.
Our nuclear physicist has shown us how this works; why
we can save electricity with this device. We have learnt
to program the material in such a way that we can erase

all negative information completely and then re-program
the material with only positive information. The result of
this is a change in the spin of the electron, and the speed
of the spin can accelerate to its maximum.
One can look at it this way: normally we send an electron
as a partial charge to -say- an electric motor, where it is
discharged. The result will be a magnetic reaction. Now
we have altered the information, and therefore send a
100% charge on its way, and the result will be a different
magnetic reaction. This is exactly what we achieve with
the FOSTAC Maximus®, In addition our devices contain
Boron Silicon, which can be used very well for programming and transmitting health information. The result of
the programming process is that tachyons are collected,
like with an aerial, in the maximum possible way, and
these tachyons then transform into electrons. What we
achieve is two-fold : on the one hand we can transmit
information, and on the other hand this leads to an acceleration of the electron. The resulting energy has not
only a biologically positive, health supportive influence,
but brings about maximum technical efficiency
GL: Is there any inter-connection between the function
of the device and consciousness, in the sense that any
doubt, being a negative frequency impulse, could impair
the function of the device?
HS: Yes, the more devices are installed, the stronger will
be the positive influence on the awareness of the people.
55% of the comments of people who use these devices
are positive; others note a positive change in the atmosphere of the house, but haven’t noticed any reduction in
electricity consumption. It is clear that anything is influence by everything around through the morphogenetic
field described by Rupert Sheldrake. After all, any and
every electric device on earth functions with electrons
which hold certain specific information. All our FOSTAC
Maximus® devices do have the same program.

GL: How is the practical side of this and how are the devices installed?
HS: These devices are installed by any authorized electrician in line just after the main fuse. In the past two years
we often achieved a reduction in electricity consumption
of between 9 and 27%. On the other hand some of our
customers also report of exceptional harmony among
co-workers, that guests notice the positive change in atmosphere, that business performance is better, whereas

the electricity consumption remained more or less the
same. Yes, a farmer reported that his electricity consumption dropped by 8%, but that his cows produced 15%
more milk; but that could also be the new cattle feed...
GL: Are you selling your devices to marketing partners or
also to end users?
HS: This may differ from case to case. At the moment
a lot of information has to be made available before the
devices can be commissioned. Our task is to enliven consciousness. We therefore first have established a training
center, and have launched many products to solve the
problem of electro smog. In this way we have equipped
more than 31’000 households with special products. The
positive results have spread and through this we have gained recognition in certain circles, and there we can now
launch additional technologies.

In December 2008 Mr. Urs Huber, project manager for the
department water works with the administration of the
Kanton (county) Lucerne, Switzerland, conducted an independent water test in Burgistein, BE. (Pictures row 1).
After the water samples were taken, a device for water
revitalization was fitted and after only one day a further
sample was taken. (pictures row 2) Following the principles developed by Matsuro Emoto, water drops from all the
samples were frozen and photographed under a microscope. The following pictures show the changes in the
crystal structure. I am asking you – which water would you
prefer to drink, the normal or the revitalized one?

GL: The latest product in your range is called the FOSTAC
Airwell. What is the advantage of this device?
HS: Der FOSTAC AIRWELL serves to clean earth’s atmosphere and therefore makes a contribution towards re-establishing perfection on our planet.
The air we breathe in its manifold composition (oxygen,
nitrogen, rare gases and water, etc) also contains information. With every breath we assimilate the information
and energy contained in the air, for example homeopathic quantities of radio active radiation. Besides this the
air also contains a lot of material substances (for example
fine dust particles) which give
off negative information to the
organism. All this can lead to
health problems in all breathing
life forms.
A single unit cleans the air tangibly of all harmful substances
in a diameter of about 750 m.
Wherever FOSTAC Airwell
units are placed the field effect
spreads. With enough units in
the vicinity, these fields connect and the field effect is increased.
As a side effect, every user of a FOSTAC Airwell enjoys
the benefit of complete harmonization of the environment
in a diameter of 40 m, i.e. harmonizing radiation from
earth magnetic fields, water lines, etc., and electro smog,
with the exception only of the aggressive influence of micro wave radiation, which require additional products.
GL: As we have learned, water is also a very good conductor. Is it not possible to program positive information onto
water with your technology, which then could transmit positive health enhancing information?
HS: Most certainly! We are offering products for revitalizing and harmonizing water for more than 20 years and
this technology is in use in more than 10’000 homes.
Here I would like to show you two water crystal images.

Picture 1: water sample not revitalized
with FOSTAC® technology

Picture 2: water sample not revitalized
with FOSTAC® technology

Picture 1: water sample one day after
installing FOSTAC® technology for
revitalizing

Picture 2: water sample one day after
installing FOSTAC® technology for
revitalizing

GL: In conclusion, could you briefly summarize the benefits of your products for end users?
HS: With pleasure. Our products will harmonize completely and reliably all interfering radiation like electro smog,
water lines, earth rays, fault lines, and all other disruptive influences. Our products enhance the existing energy
holes, enhance our general health, and that of animals,
and protect our environment and conserve natural resources. Specific devices, as a by-product, even reduce
electricity consumption, and / or increase business performance due to an improved working and room climate.
With other products we optimize the air quality by eliminating the negative influence of radon gas and reducing
general air pollution. Also, we can openly say that we rank
as market leader regarding cost-effectiveness in the field
of water revitalization.
GL: Mr. Seelhofer, thank you very much for a most interesting discussion.

